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BELMONT 16 FOOT SAILING CLUB 
 

16’s MONEY MANIA MEMBERSHIP DRAW + Members 
Cash Wheel 

  

THURSDAYS at 6pm, 6.30pm, 7pm, 7.30pm & 8pm   
RULES AND REGULATIONS 

 

NSW Permit No: NTP/01935 
 

1. This promotion will be in conducted in two different formats during the promotional times of a 
Thursday night commencing Thursday 3 June 2021 and concluding on Thursday 26th May 2022. 

  

2. At 6 pm 7pm and 8pm each Thursday a financial membership card number of Belmont 16ft Sailing 
Club is displayed and announced after being randomly selected by the Pulse Club Computers 
membership draw software from the Club's membership database. 

  

3. The member, whose financial membership card number is selected, if present in the Club at the 
time of the draw, has 4 minutes to claim the members’ cash super draw jackpot prize which starts 
at $6,000 and jackpots by $500 for each week it is not claimed to a maximum ceiling limit of 
$10,000 
  

4. From 4.00pm each Thursday Members can generate an entry into the Player Elite Virtual Barrel 
which will be used for the Members Cash Wheel draw by either to swiping their current financial 
Membership card at the Player Elite Kiosks or by having their current financial Membership card 
swiped when making any food or beverage purchase at any Swift POS terminal. This will generate 
a maximum of one entry into the Player Elite Virtual Barrel. 
 

5. Additional entries into the Player Elite Virtual Barrel can be generated as follows: 
 
a. Purchasing raffle tickets in the Thursday Raffle (excluding the Clubs and Community Raffle). 

One extra entry will be awarded for every $10 spent in the raffle to a maximum of 2. These 
entries will automatically go into the Player Elite Virtual Barrel and will be awarded once a 
financial membership card has been swiped for purchase through our Swift POS terminal.  
Any entries generated as a result of raffle purchase will only be valid on the day that they are 
earned and will expire at the conclusion of the final virtual barrel draw on that day. 
 

b. To earn a bonus entry member must have downloaded the Belmont 16s App and validated 
their registration. If the Member then opens the App within the Club premises after 4pm on a 
Thursday and goes to the my promos tab. To receive your extra entry, you will need to check 
in via the button provided within the my promo tab for the draw. Any entries generated through 
the App will only be valid on the day that they are earned and will expire at the conclusion of 
the final virtual barrel draw on that day. 
 

6. The maximum amount of entries that any member can have in the Player Elite Virtual Barrel in 
any week is 4. 

 
 

7. Once a member has been drawn from the Player Elite Virtual Barrel at 6.30pm & 7.30pm the 
name and membership number appearing on the screen will be announced over the PA System. 
This Member will have four minutes to present themselves and their financial membership card 
to the host located in the Star Lounge. On presenting themselves the Member will then spin the 
Cash Wheel. The wheel has 50 segments on it with each segment displaying an amount of money 
to be won. The wheel has one single Members Jackpot segment display which will be equal to 
the current 16’s Membership draw amount. The amount that the Member spins up on the wheel 
will be the amount won by the Member. The wheel must rotate a minimum of two full revolutions 
to be considered a fair spin on any given chance to spin the wheel and the wheel must not be 
interfered with to slow it down other than that of its own accord via the rubber stopper located at 
the top of the wheel. As the Jackpot increases we will add an extra Member Jackpot segment with 
a maximum of 4 Member Jackpots segments to be added to the Cash Wheel. 
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The segments will have the following amounts scattered on the wheel: 
 

 
$6000 

  
$7000 

  
$8000 

  
$9000 

  
$10,000 

 

 
Member 
Jackpot 

 
x 1 

 
Member 
Jackpot 

 
x 2 

 
Member 
Jackpot 

 
x 3 

 
Member 
Jackpot 

 
x 4 

 
Member 
Jackpot 

 
x 4 

$1000.00 x 1 $1000.00 x 1 $1000.00 x 1 $1000.00 x 1 $1000.00 x 1 
$800.00 x 1 $800.00 x 1 $800.00 x 1 $800.00 x 1 $800.00 x 1 
$700.00 x 2 $700.00 x 2 $700.00 x 2 $700.00 x 2 $700.00 x 2 
$600.00 x 2 $600.00 x 2 $600.00 x 2 $600.00 x 2 $600.00 x 2 
$500.00 x 6 $500.00 x 6 $500.00 x 6 $500.00 x 6 $500.00 x 6 
$400.00 x 6 $400.00 x 6 $400.00 x 6 $400.00 x 6 $400.00 x 6 
$300.00 x 6 $300.00 x 6 $300.00 x 6 $300.00 x 6 $300.00 x 6 
$250.00 x 25 $250.00 x 24 $250.00 x 23 $250.00 x 22 $250.00 x 22 

 
 
 

 
8. When claimed the 16’s Membership Draw jackpot prize reverts to $6,000.  For clarity - if the 

jackpot is won at 6 pm, 6.30pm, 7pm, 7.30pm and 8pm draws will be for $6,000 and the following 
week will also be for $6,000 as the jackpot was won in the previous week. And furthermore if 
Jackpot is won extra Jackpot segments will be removed from the wheel. 

 
9. The jackpot must be won when it reaches $10,000.  To ensure the member’s 16’s Membership 

Draw jackpot prize is won the following format will be used. 
 

a. At 6pm one (1) financial membership card number will be drawn.  For clarity if the jackpot is 
claimed at this time then the 6.30pm, 7.00pm, 7.30pm and 8.00pm will be for $6000.  If the 
jackpot is not claimed, point b will apply. 
 

b. At 6.30pm one (1) member will be drawn from the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 
5 and 6) and spin the Cash Wheel for a chance at the 16’s Membership Draw jackpot. For 
clarity if the jackpot is claimed at this time then the 7.00pm, 7.30pm and 8.00pm will be for 
$6000. If the jackpot is not claimed point c will apply. 

 
c. At 7pm one (1) financial membership card number will be drawn. For clarity if the jackpot is 

claimed at this time then the 7.30pm and 8.00pm will be for $6000. If the jackpot is not 
claimed point d will apply. 
 

d. At 7.30pm one (1) member will be drawn from the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 
5 and 6) and spin the Cash Wheel for a chance at the 16’s Membership Draw jackpot. For 
clarity if the jackpot is claimed at this time then the 8.00pm will be for $6000. If the jackpot is 
not claimed point e will apply. 

 
e. At 8pm one (1) financial membership card number will be drawn.  If the jackpot is not claimed 

point f will apply 
 

f. Up to and including, if necessary, three (3) financial membership card numbers will be drawn 
(NOT including the 8pm draw in these 3 draws), one at a time with each person drawn being 
given 4 minutes to claim the prize.  If after the three (3) financial membership card numbers 
the prize is not won, point g will apply. 

 
g. If, however the prize has not been claimed after the three (3) numbers have been called, in 

association with point f, the prize will be shared equally amongst the ten (10) members whose 
names are to be drawn from the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 5 and 6) 

 
h. These members must be present at the time of the draw; they will have 4 minutes to claim 

their prize and must be able to produce their financial membership card. Only members who 
have entries in the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 5 and 6) will be eligible to win 
the 16’s Membership Draw if the draw extends to the three draws. In the case of one or more 
of the ten prizes being unclaimed then redraws will commence until all ten prizes have been 
won. These redrawn entries will have the same rules applied as the original drawn entries. As 
some members could have up to 4 entries in the Player Elite Virtual Barrel it is possible that 
a member could win multiple times. 
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10. For a member to be deemed a financial member and to participate in this promotion their 

membership subscription must be current and not have lapsed; i.e. if a member has not paid their 
required subscription by 1 April 2021 they are ineligible to participate in the promotion until such 
time as they have paid their subscription. 

 
11. Staff members, Directors, Junior members, Junior perpetual members, Social members and 

Suspended members of Belmont 16ft Sailing Club cannot participate in the members Cash Draw 
promotion.  Also contractors to the Club and their employees cannot participate in the promotion 
whilst they are working in the Club. 

 
12. On the final night of this promotion [26 May 2022] the existing cash jackpot must be won and can 

only be won once.  To ensure the members cash super draw jackpot is won the following format 
will be used. 

 
a. At 6pm one (1) financial membership card number will be drawn.  For clarity if the jackpot is 

claimed at this time no 7.00pm or 8.00pm draw will take place.  The 6.30pm & 7.30pm 
Members Cash Wheel virtual barrel draw will still take place but no 16’s Membership Draw 
Jackpot will be available on the wheel with this being replaced with a $1000 amount instead. 
If the jackpot is not claimed, point b will apply. 
 

b. At 6.30pm one (1) member will be drawn from the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 
5 and 6) and spin the Cash Wheel for a chance at the 16’s Membership Draw Jackpot. For 
clarity if the jackpot is claimed at this time no 7.00pm or 8.00pm draw will take place.  The 
7.30pm Members Cash Wheel virtual barrel draw will still take place but no Members Jackpot 
will be available on the wheel with this being replaced with a $1000 amount instead. If the 
jackpot is not claimed point c will apply. 

 
c. At 7pm one (1) financial membership card number will be drawn. For clarity if the jackpot is 

claimed at this time no 8.00pm draw will take place.  The 7.30pm Members Cash Wheel 
virtual barrel draw will still take place no 16’s Membership Jackpot will be available on the 
wheel with this being replaced with a $1000 amount instead.  If the jackpot is not claimed 
point d will apply. 
 

d. At 7.30pm one (1) member will be drawn from the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 
5 and 6) and spin the Cash Wheel for a chance at the 16’s Membership Draw Jackpot. For 
clarity if the jackpot is claimed at this time no 8.00pm draw will take place.  If the jackpot is 
not claimed point e will apply. 

 
e. At 8pm one (1) financial membership card number will be drawn.  If the jackpot is not claimed 

point f will apply 
 

f. Up to and including, if necessary, three (3) financial membership card numbers will be drawn 
(NOT including the 8pm draw in these 3 draws), one at a time with each person drawn being 
given 4 minutes to claim the prize.  If after the three (3) financial membership card numbers 
the prize is not won, point g will apply. 

 
g. If, however the prize has not been claimed after the three (3) numbers have been called, in 

association with point f, the prize will be shared equally amongst the ten (10) members whose 
names are to be drawn from the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 5 and 6).  

 
h. These members must be present at the time of the draw; they will have 4 minutes to claim 

their prize and must be able to produce their financial membership card. Only members who 
have entries in the Player Elite Virtual Barrel (as per points 4, 5 and 6) will be eligible to win 
the 16’s Membership Draw if the draw extends to the three draws. In the case of one or more 
of the ten prizes being unclaimed then redraws will commence until all ten prizes have been 
won. These redrawn entries will have the same rules applied as the original drawn entries. 
As some members could have up to 4 entries in the Player Elite Virtual Barrel it is possible 
that a member could win multiple times. 
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13. In association with this promotion a member must be present in the Club at the time of the draw 

to claim a prize.  Present is defined as being on the Club premises where it is possible to hear or 
see a draw taking place or a name or membership card number being announced at the actual 
time the draw is taking place. It does include restroom areas of the Club but does not include 
areas where private functions are being conducted or the Club's car park. 
 
Outside assistance is not permitted to enable a person to win a prize; e.g. contacting a member 
by mobile phone to advise them that they have won a prize if they come to the Club within 
4 minutes. 
 
In association with being present a 4 minute time limit still applies in which to claim the prize. 
 
To claim their prize the member is required to present their current financial membership card 
together with photographic ID to prove their identity to the person conducting the draw. 
 
If a compere or person conducting the draw has any reason to doubt that a person claiming a 
prize may not have been present, as by the above definitions, at the time the draw was conducted, 
the person may be required to complete a Statutory Declaration and/or produce evidence that 
they were present before the prize is awarded. 
 

 
14. If proposed prize money is greater than $5000 the prize winner must be paid the amount 

exceeding $5000 by EFT to the winner. The full prize amount can be paid in this manner, if 
desired. 
 

15. In accordance with regulatory requirements cash prizes associated with this draw cannot be paid 
between 10.00pm and 8.00am the next day. 
 

16. If Christmas Eve/Christmas Day/New Years Eve is a Thursday during the permit period then the 
promotion will not be conducted due to the differing business requirements on these days. 
Therefore no draw will be conducted and no increment will be added to the jackpot.  
 


